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For the tenth consecutive year, First Metro 
Investment Corporation won the Top 
Corporate Securities Market Maker at the 
PDS Annual Awards. It also ranked 4th 
in the Top 5 Corporate Issue Managers/
Arrangers (Investment House category) 
and ranked 5th in the Top 5 Fixed Income 
Brokering Participants. 

First Metro’s parent bank, Metrobank, 
won the coveted Cesar E.A. Virata Award 
for Best Securities House (Bank Category). 
The Best Securities House award is given 
to the trading participant that has focused 
on the fixed-income securities business as 
evidenced by its exceptional performance 
in trading, distribution and settlement 
activities for the year.

The PDS Annual Awards, held virtually 
for the first time, recognizes members of 
the investment community and market 
stakeholders that exhibit outstanding 
performance, leadership, innovation, and 
contribution to the growth and stability of 
the domestic capital markets. 

This year’s awards ceremony was especially 
memorable as the year set a milestone 
in both primary and secondary markets 
activities, reaching P387 billion and P6.13 
trillion, respectively. 

BTr successfully raises P463.3 billion from rTBs

The Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) raised a total of P463.3 billion 
from the 25th issuance of Retail Treasury Bonds (rTB 25). The 
3-year rTBs carried a coupon rate of 2.375% per annum and 
consisted of P411.8 billion in new subscriptions and P51.5 billion 
from the bond exchange program. 

rTB 25 was more than 15x oversubscribed. With an initial issue 
size of P30 billion, it was met with strong demand from the 
investing public and was the government’s second largest rTB 
issuance to date. 

(continued on page 3)
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DEALS FOR THE QUARTER

SM Prime issues P10 billion bonds

Republic of the Philippines
(Bureau of the Treasury)

PHP463,300,000,000
3-year Retail Treasury Bonds

with Bond Exchange

Joint Issue Manager
Selling Agent

March 2021

PHP10,000,000,000
2.5- and 5-year

Fixed Rate Bonds

Joint Lead Underwriter
Joint Bookrunner

February 2021

Aboitiz Power Corporation

PHP8,000,000,000
5-year

Fixed Rate Bonds

Joint Issue Manager
Joint Lead Underwriter

Joint Bookrunner

March 2021

SM Prime Holdings, Inc.

Leading property developer SM Prime Holdings, Inc. (SMPH) successfully issued P10 billion worth of 2.5- and 5-year fixed rate 
bonds with interest rates of 2.4565% and 3.8547% per annum, respectively, to be paid semi-annually. 

This issuance was the second drawdown of its P100 billion shelf-registered bond program with the Securities & Exchange 
Commission to be offered within a three-year period. 

AboitizPower completes P8 billion bonds issuance

Aboitiz Power Corporation (AP) successfully raised P8 billion from 
the issuance of 5-year fixed rate bonds, 2x oversubscribed from its 
base issue size of P4 billion.

The bond, which received the highest rating of PRS Aaa from the 
Philippine Rating Services Corp., carries an interest rate of 3.8224% 
per annum to be paid quarterly in arrears maturing in 2026. 

This bond issuance is the first tranche of AP’s P30 billion fixed rate 
bond program filed under the shelf-registration of the Securities & 
Exchange Commission. 

In AP’s virtual listing ceremony at the Philippine Dealing & 
Exchange Corp., chief financial officer Liza Luv Montelibano 

Similar to its previous issuance, the five-year bond was rated 
PRS Aaa by the Philippine Rating Services Corp. (PhilRatings). 
PRS Aaa is the highest rating given by PhilRatings, which 
indicates SM Prime’s strong capability to meet its financial 
commitment and that the investment has the smallest degree 
of risk.

The proceeds will be used to finance SMPH’s commercial 
projects in Quezon City, Pampanga, and Laguna, as well 
as a hotel in Bacolod City. The funds will also be used for 
the construction of new malls located in Caloocan, Bataan,     
Cavite, and Batangas, along with the expansion of several SM 
City malls. 

First Metro acted as a joint lead underwriter and joint 
bookrunner for the transaction. 

explained the importance of this deal for AP, “This deal is 
particularly important to us because it allows AboitizPower to 
bolster its capital by refinancing maturing debt and replacing 
existing premium cost debt. This helps AboitizPower in
achieving its goals in addressing our country’s energy needs, 
helping drive economic growth, and creating meaningful social
and environmental impact towards a brighter and more 
sustainable future.”

First Metro was tapped as joint issue manager, joint lead 
underwriter and joint bookrunner for this bond issuance, along with 
BDO Capital & Investment Corporation, BPI Capital Corporation, 
and China Bank Capital Corporation. 
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FIRST METRO IN FOCUS

First Metro welcomes investors and issuers at The Trading Room
Operating in one of the most difficult 
times in history brought about by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, traditional practices 
are shifting to digital. Pre-pandemic face-
to-face business meetings and gatherings 
are highly discouraged resulting in a 
challenging less personal client interface. 
This prompted First Metro’s Sales & 
Distribution team to provide a venue to 
keep their partners and clients connected 
and informed. 

On March 24, First Metro successfully 
launched The Trading Room, gathering 
an audience of about 300, composed 
of institutional and retail investors, and 
corporate issuers. Designed as a virtual 
business talk show, The Trading Room 
will engage market experts, foremost 
executives, policymakers, and market 
movers and shakers in an insightful and 
informative but less formal conversation 
about prevailing market issues and 
developments. The straight-from-the-
shoulder discussion will also provide an 
opportunity to get to know the men and 
women behind their titles and successes, 
as well as learn from their wealth of 
experiences and stories.

Metrobank’s Financial Markets Sector head Fernand Antonio Tansingco was the first guest 
at The Trading Room. He shared his insights on innovating and investing in this time 
of crisis, “There are opportunities in the market because right now it is in a flux and not 
efficient. When there is inefficiency, there’s opportunity. There’s an opportunity to make 
great wealth. A lot of the biggest wealth in this century was created when there was market 
aberration and market disruption.”
  
The pilot episode was hosted by First Metro Sales & Distribution head Peter Anthony 
Bautista, together with First Metro Research head Cristina Ulang. 

BTr successfully raises P463.3 billion from rTBs
(continued from page 1)

Proceeds from the fund-raising activity will be used to partially 
finance this year’s P4.5 trillion national budget focused on 
supporting sectors most affected by the pandemic, strengthening 
the country’s healthcare system and various priority projects to 
support economic recovery.

“As we endeavor to win back our growth 
momentum from the clutches of the 
pandemic, we turn to Retail Treasury 
Bonds as our curtain raiser in what 
is shaping to be another busy year 
for fundraising. We have introduced 
further refinements to our online selling 
channels, at the same time expanding our 
partnership to a greater number of banks, 
with the intention of extending further 
our reach, bearing in mind the large 
population of Filipinos working abroad.”
- Rosalia de Leon
   National Treasuer

rTB issuances are part of the national government’s financial inclusion program designed to make government securities accessible to retail 
investors. To further widen the reach and participation in rTBs, online facilities were recently made available to ensure convenience and 
accessibility among Filipino investors here and abroad.

First Metro served as one of the joint issue managers and selling agents of the transaction and its wholly owned subsidiary First Metro 
Securities Brokerage Corporation (FirstMetroSec) was one of the online ordering facility providers. 



FirstMetroSec and the architect of the Trader’s Playbook. Dr. Ang presented a very enlightening economic outlook while Aaron Say gave an 
incisive analysis of the stock market and where it is headed from a technical analysis standpoint. Royce Aguilar, for his part, provided a stock 
market outlook and the house call of FirstMetroSec’s Research team. Danie Laurel, distinguished anchor of One News’ BusinessWorld Live 
was the event host and panel discussion moderator.

The Trader’s Playbook was coined after FirstMetroSec’s research report that features a “play of the day” stock with thorough analysis 
including entry and exit prices. After its successful nationwide run in 2019, it has evolved into FirstMetroSec’s flagship event that serves as a 
dynamic learning space for both new and seasoned investors. To date, the event has over 3,500 views on YouTube.  
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AROUND THE METRO

FirstMetroSec holds biggest event of the year

FirstMetroSec’s biggest stock market event, 
the Trader’s Playbook, was conducted 
virtually for the first time this year and 
gathered about 2,000 audience not only 
from the Philippines but also from different 
countries around the world.

Themed Market Strategies in a Pandemic-
Battered Economy, the event sought to 
impart valuable economic and stock market 
insights, as well as investment strategies 
that would help Filipino investors navigate 
the pandemic-battered equity market. 

This year’s line-up of speakers included 
Dr. Alvin Ang, an accomplished economist 
from the Ateneo Eagle Watch; Aaron 
Say, a CMT and market consultant of 
FirstMetroSec; and Royce Aguilar, analyst of 

As interest in online investing grows during the lockdown, 
FirstMetroSec continues to innovate to best serve the needs 
of its growing customers. 

This year, FirstMetroSec launched a newly redesigned 
standard trading platform optimized to provide exceptional 
user experience for desktop and laptop.

FirstMetroSec NEW launched on January 26, 2021 features 
a fresh look and additional tools, like stop-limit order and 
consolidated portfolio display which will give investors 
the edge they need to reach their investment goals. This 
new service is expected to eventually replace its standard 
trading platform.

FirstMetroSec introduces NEW platform

Stop-limit order allows 
investors to avoid large 
losses on an investment 
by sending an advance 
instruction to sell when 
the stock hits a certain 
low price. This order type 
was first introduced in 
FirstMetroSec PRO, the 
company’s premium 
trading platform, and is 
now made available to all.

In addition, FirstMetroSec NEW provides a consolidated display 
of one’s portfolio, from stocks to bonds, mutual funds and cash, 
just like FirstMetroSec PRO, and offers more analytics data such 
as Consensus (Last Price, Latest Revision, Consensus Rating, Ave 
Target Price, Potential P/L) and Volume (1 month, 3 months 
Growth) that are useful in making investment strategies. 
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AROUND THE METRO

Entitled Women in Power, Women Empowered: Purpose and 
Passion, hosted by FAMI president Karen Liza Roa, the event 
was streamed via FB Live. This year, FAMI gathered three 
successful and self-made influential social entrepreneurs—
Reese Fernandez-Ruiz, president and founding partner of 
Rags2Riches, Inc.; Pacita “Chit” Juan, founder of ECHOstore; 
and Obi Roco, managing partner of Eco Life. 

The very engaging and insightful discussion centered 
on their social entrepreneurship journey while juggling 
their roles as a mother, daughter, wife and mentor; their 
experiences that taught them valuable lessons, from their 
personal life to managing and growing their assets, and 
making a contribution and difference in the community. 
The three women also gave their individual take on the 
definition of an empowered woman. 

FAMI’s Smart Women Invest on its third year

FAMI continues to support the worldwide celebration of Women’s Month as it hosted on its third year Smart Women Invest, a 
financial and investment literacy online event specifically catered to help Filipinas transform from savers into investors.

FAMI 2021 Market Outlook
First Metro Asset Management, Inc. (FAMI), the fund management 
arm of First Metro Investment, shared its 2021 market outlook in an 
FB Live event entitled Opportunities in the Sea of Uncertainties.

FAMI’s FVP and head of Investments and Research, Edser Trinidad, 
gave his forecast and analysis of the road ahead, sharing that 2021 
will basically have two phases. 

The first half will most likely continue to be rough and volatile due 
to lack of clear positive catalysts that can drive positive sentiments 
in the market. Some of the concerns that will drag both the equities 
and fixed income markets include elevated food prices brought 
about by last year’s strong typhoon and the outbreak of African 
swine fever on livestock. This will keep inflation rate elevated at 
least for the first half of the year. As there are also some concerns 
on the emergence of the COVID-19 UK variant in the country and 
fear of increased infection rate, there is a potential slower-than-
expected first quarter GDP. The equities market, however, is not 
expected to decline as deep as last year. 

The second half is expected to have a good trajectory of growth 
driven by the distribution of vaccine which should lead to further 
relaxation of restrictions. Given this, inflation is expected to be 
controlled by the second half of the year. These incentives should 
improve consumer confidence and could lead to higher spending, 
and in effect would translate into better corporate earnings for 
most Filipino companies.

A rebound and recovery phase is seen in the equities market as we 
are at the onset of the election period which can boost spending 
specially with the implementation and deployment of government 

infrastructure projects. It is also expected that the implementation 
of the CREATE Law, which cuts corporate income tax rate to 25% 
from 30%, should give a boost to corporate earnings. 

In closing, Mr. Trinidad gave his advice to investors, “If you’re not 
yet invested, buy during market dips. If you are invested, just be 
patient. If you have the money, this is the opportunity to average 
down. If you’re already fully invested, stay. I think that this is the 
first time that we are going to see a year-on-year growth… This 
year should be better as compared to last year.”  
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FIRST METRO IN ACTION

FAMI’s Financial Literacy Online Sessions: Guide to Managing Your Money
March 10, 19 & 25, 2021 | via Zoom

Compliance Briefing: Updates on Regulatory Environment
March 19, 2021 | via Zoom

FirstMetroSec’s Investment Literacy webinars

Retail Treasury Bonds Investors’ Briefing
February 18, 2021 | via Zoom


